ISA Curriculum Activity 6
The

UN

is

the

largest,

most

familiar,

most

internationally represented and most powerful
intergovernmental organization in the world.
Our

students

represented

various

international

organizations like WHO, UNESCO, UNICEF, IMO,
UNIDO, FAO, UNWTO which are based in USA,
Madrid, France, Italy, Switzerland, Vienna and
discussed their work and objectives which includes
peace and security, sustainable development and
humanitarian assistance.
The program was very informative and interactive
which helped students to understand international
political scenario.

MOCK UN SESSION

Teacher’s Report
Model United Nations is an educational simulation in which
students can learn about diplomacy, international relations,
and the United Nations. MUN involves and teaches

participants researching, public speaking, debating, and writing skills, in
addition to critical thinking, teamwork, and leadership abilities. It is meant
to engage students and allow them to delve deeper into current world issues.
Through this activity participants in Model United Nations were assigned
different International organizations of UNO based in different countries
like USA, France, Madrid, Switzerland, Italy, Vienna and aim for
maintaining International peace and security, promoting human rights,
fostering, social and economic development, protecting the environment and
providing aid of famine, natural disaster and armed conflict.
The students researched about organizations like UNICEF, UNESCO, WHO,
IMO, UNWTO, UNIDO, FAO and used the information collected to create
presentations in the form of PPT and scrapbook. They not only learnt about
these organizations but also shared knowledge through talk shows which
was held among different classes. These activities will help them to foster
negotiations, speaking and communications skills.
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AIM




To create awareness about different UN specialized
agencies based in various countries for maintaining
international peace and harmony.
To develop critical thinking, communication skills and
leadership abilities in students.

CONTENT
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Research work: Our students researched about various
organization through Internet, Books and Magazines,
Newspapers
PowerPoint presentation: Our students prepared
presentation about international organization after the
rigorous research work and it was information given
through visual effects in most simple but effective way.
Scrap book: Students used their creative skills and
knowledge to create scrap book by assembling pictures and
information about various organization.
Talk show: A model UN session talk show was held among
each class to impart knowledge and to discuss various
current world issues related to UN specialized agencies.
Quiz: A brainstorming activity to establish a relationship
between theory and application of the learnt concepts and
to add an element of competitiveness ensured the success
of learning process.
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LEARNING OUTCOMES:





Students learnt to think from different angles or
simply ‘to think out of the box’
Through quiz, which is a fun way to study and in the
process help improve one’s general knowledge,
students developed critical thinking and reasoning.
Through presentation, simple bullet points helped
students to reduce even the complicated and long
information while it lets them focus on the main
points of the presentation.
Through talk show, an interactive atmosphere
motivated students to think and express themselves
and at the same time gain confidence and learn to put
forth their ideas in an impressive and convincing
manner.
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Countries covered

USA, Madrid, France, Switzerland, Italy, Vienna

Link school(s)
Other sources of
Information

Internet, Books related to UN specialized agencies, Newspaper,

Time period of
activity
Number of students
involved in this
activity
Age range of
students involved

November, December (2 weeks)

Type of evidence
included

Photographs, Power Point Presentation, Information shared
through blog.

120 students- (grade 8,9,10,11)

14 years to 17 years

Circulars

Research

Research
AIM: The aim of this activity is to explore and collect information about various
organizations of UN.

CONTENT: The students collected information from official websites,
magazines, newspaper, books

and internet about organizations like

UNESCO, UNICEF, IMO, FAO, UNITDO, UNWTO, WHO and learnt
about their aim and objectives towards the betterment of the people of the

world.

LEARNING OUTCOMES: Students learnt about the UN system which is
made up of UN and many affiliated programs, funds and specialized agencies.
They discovered that these agencies are autonomous organizations working
with UN for serving different proposes in the fields of education, health,
environment, etc..

Exploration

UNICEF (USA)

WHO (Switzerland)

UNWTO (Madrid) UNIDO (Vienna)

IMO (UK)

FAO (Italy)

UNESCO (France)

Power Point Presentation
AIM: The aim of this activity is to present information in simple yet visually
effective manner which captures attention and making detailed information
interesting.

CONTENT: The students prepared graphically enhanced information and
educational presentations about the content related to WHAT, WHERE,
WHY and HOW the various UN organizations operate their activates to
achieve their goals.

LEARNING OUTCOMES: Through power point presentations, students learnt
that International organizations associated with UN plays a major, important
and complimentary roles in maintaining International peace and security.

Students imparting knowledge about different
organizations through presentations

Students with their presentations

Presentations made by Students

Presentations made by Students

Scrapbook
AIM: The aim of this activity is to furnish information in attractive way. It’s a
combination of technical knowledge with creative enthusiasm to get the best
possible outcome.

CONTENT: The students used pictures, decorative items and colors to bring out
their creativity in the form of informative scrapbook which will seek attention
of every artistic admirer.

LEARNING OUTCOMES: Through scrapbook , students not only explained
about various organization in pictorial form but also displayed information
which is compact yet complete .

Students preparing
scrapbook
Students

preparing

scrapbook

based

on

their

research on various International Organizations
found in USA, Madrid, France, Switzerland, Italy,
Vienna

Students preparing
scrapbook
Students

preparing

scrapbook

based

on

their

research on various International Organizations
found in USA, Madrid, France, Switzerland, Italy,
Vienna

Students with their
scrapbook

Student’s scrapbook

Talk Show
AIM: The aim of this activity is to build the confidence, developing speaking
skills and to overcome stage fright.

CONTENT: The students represented various UN organizations and spoke
about their aims and objectives, concentrating on the subject – ‘We rise by
lifting others’ in an enlightening and informative manner.

LEARNING OUTCOMES: Through this activity students gained insight into
the workings of the United Nations Organizations and the dynamics of
international relations by providing opportunities to assume the roles of UN
agencies representatives

Talk Show
Students are discussing about different International
organizations

like

UNESCO,

UNIDO, UNWTO and UNICEF.

WHO,

IMO,

FAO,

Talk Show – Speaker’s
comments

FAO

“A specialized agency of the United Nations that leads
international
efforts
to
defeat
hunger.
Serving
both developed and developing countries, FAO acts as a neutral
forum where all nations meet as equals
to negotiate arguments and
WHO
debate policy.”
--- Gayatri – Grade 9

UNESCO

“WHO is the body of UN responsible for directing and coordinating
health. It has played a vital role in the field of International public
health and policy. Since its creation, it has played a leading role in
the eradication of smallpox.”
--- Vindhya – Grade 9

Talk Show – Speaker’s
comments

UNICEF

“UNICEF saves and protects the world's most vulnerable children,
working to ensure child rights and providing health care,
immunizations, nutrition, access to safe water and sanitation
services, basic education, protection and emergency relief.”
IMO
--- Krishna – Grade 9

UNESCO

IMO is a specialized agency of the United Nations that is
responsible for measures to improve the safety and security of
international shipping and to prevent marine pollution from ships.
It is the global standard-setting authority for the safety, security
and environmental performance of international shipping.
--- Sheetal – Grade 9

Talk Show – Speaker’s
comments

UNESCO

“UNESCO’s mission is to contribute to the building of peace, the
eradication of poverty, sustainable development and intercultural
dialogue through education, the sciences, culture, communication
and information.
UNIDO
--- Harshit – Grade 9

UNESCO

“UNIDO’s vision is a world where economic development is inclusive
and sustainable and economic progress is equitable. The Organization
focuses on three main thematic areas:
Poverty reduction through productive activities
Trade capacity-building
Energy and environment”
-- Sayanth – Grade 8

Mock UN Session - CUFE
Our students also participated in CUFE MUN in collaboration by
DOC MUN which staged committees like DISEC, UNCSW, CCC, and
UNSC. They represented as delegates in various committees. They
delivered information through speeches, caucusing and resolution.

UNIDO

QUIZ
AIM: The aim of this activity is to encourage students to look beyond their
actual knowledge and establish a relationship between theory and
application of the learnt concepts..

CONTENT: In this brainstorming activity students were asked about
organizations of UN . Students were asked a mixed of easy and difficult
questions in the content to make the competition challenging and
interesting.

LEARNING OUTCOMES: Game based quiz helped student to get engaged

and cleared the misconceptions they had for various organizations of UN.
UNESCO

QUIZ questionnaire

UNESCO

Evaluation

UNESCO

UNESCO

Evaluation

Evaluation

Evaluation

Reviews

Conclusion
ISA activities are amalgamation of exploration, learning
and presentations. It not only helps students to gain
knowledge but also gives them exposure to various
international issues.
The similar objectives were followed in this ISA activity also,
where students enjoyed exploring about various UN
Specialized Agencies based in US, France, Switzerland,
Madrid, Italy, Vienna.
The activities like preparing power point presentations,
scrap books and MOCK UN talk show on the topic “We rise
by lifting others”, on organizations UNICEF, UNESCO,
WHO, FAO, UNIMO, UNWTO, UNIDO , made learning
easy and will help them in future as they understood that
working for humanity should be the ultimate goal. Lastly
the brainstorming activity of Quiz left a permanent impact
on the student’s knowledge power.
Overall our students enjoyed thoroughly and gained
knowledge in an effective way. The motivation of teachers,
enthusiasm of students and participation of parents helped
in making MOCK UN SESSION ‘We rise by lifting others’ a
great learning outcome.

